Paper Wings

Materials:
2 large rectangular pieces of paper
2 elastic loops
10 pipe cleaners
hot glue
decorations

1. Take 2 pieces of paper & stack them together then cut curves on the long ends of the paper as shown by dotted lines in picture.

2. Separate & decorate the paper

3. Twist pipe cleaners together to make 4 long pipe cleaners the length of the uncut paper edges.

4. Use hot glue to add pipe cleaners to the uncut edges on both decorated sheets. (Younger kids must have help for this stage!)

5. Fold the paper back & forth like an accordion from the one uncut edge. Repeat on second sheet.

6. Stack the papers, longest sides together, & wrap a pipe cleaner around them 1/3 from the bottom.
7. Attach elastic loops to edge of paper at wrapped part with another pipe cleaner (these are how you wear your wings).

8. Fold wings open & wear :)

[Diagram showing the attachment of elastic loops with a pipe cleaner and the final folded wings.]